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Bhagavad Gita As It Is
The Bhagavad-gita is the compact essence of all spiritual philosophy revealed in a most unlikely setting, at
the onset of a world war that occurred nearly 5000 years ago. “Bhagavad-gita As It Is” is unique among the
myriad Gita commentaries because the translations and purports are the work of His Divine Grace A.C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, who represents a line of teachers in disciplic succession from Krishna
Himself. Srila Prabhupada’s faithfulness to Krishna’s teachings—and expertise in presenting them to
western readers—make Bhagavad-gita As It Is true to its title.

Religion, Philosophy

Chant and Be Happy
The book “Chant and Be Happy” contains a conversation between the Hare Krishna movement’s founder
Srila Prabhupada, John Lennon, George Harrison, and Yoko Ono on what makes a mantra genuine and
effective. It also discusses the scriptural origin of the mantra, as well as step-by-step instructions for
chanting.

Philosophy

Srimad Bhagavatam
Srimad-Bhagavatam, an epic philosophical and literary classic, holds a prominent position in India’s
voluminous written wisdom. This ancient text touches upon all fields of human knowledge, and is also a
spiritual encyclopedia.

Religion, Philosophy, History, Arts and Culture

Sri Laghu Bhagavatamrita
Srila Rupa Gosvami composed Laghu-bhagavatamrta as a sequel to Brhad-bhagavatamrta, highlighting the
Lord Himself. In one sense, then, the Laghu-bhagavatamrta is the creme de la creme of the Vedas, in that it
focuses on the essential and primary truth known as sambandha-jnana, preliminary understanding of the
relationship between God and all his emanations.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture

Hiding in Unnatural Happiness
Is the hunt for sustainable contentment just confusion – a kaleidoscope of diverse illusion? Drawing upon
the ancient yoga science of the self, Hiding in Unnatural Happiness probes our contemporary approach to
the fulfillment and progress, and recommends another road, less traveled but timeless.

Philosophy

Sri Krishna Lila Stava
Among the priceless books contributed by Srila Sanatana Goswami to the literary heritage of the Gaudiya
Vaishnavas, his Sri Krsna-lila-stava is the shortest and simplest. An offering of praise in 432 verses, it gives
a personal meditation on Krishna’s Vrindavana pastimes as told by Sukadeva in Srimad-Bhagavatam. This
is an authentic spiritual work that has inspired Gaudiya Vaishnavas for centuries.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture
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Narada Bhakti Sutra
Narada Bhakti Sutra is a commentary on the ancient aphorisms about bhakti yoga by the renowned Vedic
sage Narada.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture

Searching for Vedic India
In this book, the author takes us on a journey into the past, weaving through the rich traditions and ancient
culture of India. He reveals the glory of Vedic India that is locked in her literature for the modern reader to
appreciate deeply.

Religion, History, Arts and Culture

Sri Bramha Samhita
Sri Brahma Saṁhita is a Sanskrit poem, composed of verses of prayer spoken by Brahma glorifying the
supreme Lord Kṛṣṇa or Govinda at the beginning of creation. It is revered within Gauḍiya Vaiṣṇavism,
whose founder, Caitanya Mahāprabhu (1486–1534), re-discovered a part of the work, the 62 verses of
Chapter 5, at the Adikeshav Temple in Thiruvattar, Tamil Nadu, South India in the 16th Century which had
previously been lost for a few centuries.

Religion, History, Arts and Culture

The Hidden Glory of India
The Hidden Glory of India is the premier reference book on Eastern spirituality. Learn about: The ancient
texts of India, The power of mantras, Ayurveda: Holistic healing, the mysteries of time and space, Karma
and reincarnation, and much more.

Religion, History, Arts and Culture

Teachings of Queen Kunti
Queen Kunti’s teachings are the simple and illuminating outpourings of the soul of a great and saintly
woman, revealing the deepest philosophical and theological penetrations of the intellect.

Philosophy, History

Teachings of Lord Kapila
Teachings of Lord Kapila—complete with original Sanskrit, translations, and purports—deals with such
topics as the significance of the guru, the psychology of consciousness, the characteristics of a self-realized
person, the science of meditation, the nature of transcendental knowledge, and the process of ultimate
liberation – known in Vedic parlance as the “Sankhya” philosophy of metaphysics.

Philosophy

Science of Self-Realization
The Science of Self Realization is a collection of interviews, lectures, and essays from the Back to Godhead
magazine covering topics such as the goal of human life, seeking a true spiritual teacher, reincarnation,
super-consciousness, Krishna and Christ, and spiritual solutions to today’s social and economic problems
such as war, corruption, environmental destruction, and poverty.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture
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Teachings of Lord Chaitanya
Teachings of Lord Chaitanya is an introduction to the most advanced and esoteric subjects contained within
the Bhakti philosophy, as presented by Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. The text is a summary of the multi-volume
biography Chaitanya Charitamrita, which contains some of the most elaborate, technical, esoteric, and
ecstatic revelations of the science of God found in any scripture.

Philosophy

Krsna: The Supreme Personality of Godhead
Srila Prabhupada wrote “Krishna Book” before he had even fully completed his translation and commentary
on the Bhagavatam. He wanted people to hear about Krishna the person and His activities, in English, from
an authorized representative of the Krishna-bhakti tradition. As he mentions in his Introduction, this was so
they wouldn’t risk mistaking Krishna to be just another human being and his pastimes as mundane
adventure/romance stories. It should be said, however, that fans of adventure and romance will find nothing
lacking in this contemporary recounting of Krishna’s activities.

Religion, Philosophy, History, Arts and Culture

Journey of Self Discovery
The Journey of Self-Discovery is a collection of transcribed conversations and lectures by Srila Prabhupada
on a variety of subjects, including spiritual economics, superior evolutionary models, the means for
achieving global unity, overcoming scarcity, and predictions of the future state of the world.

Philosophy

Nectar of Devotion
The Nectar of Devotion is a summary study of the Bhakti-rasamrta-sindhu, Srila Rupa Gosvami’s literary
masterpiece. This is a retelling of the essence of a devotional classic composed in Sanskrit that describes the
complete science of bhakti-yoga, i.e., linking with the Supreme through transcendental loving devotion.

Philosophy

Sri Isopanisad
Sri Isopanisad is one of the principal Upanishads in Vedic literature that present the ultimate philosophical
conclusions of these scriptures. This cornerstone scripture expounds on the relationship and responsibility of
a living being with other living beings and the Supreme Being.

Philosophy

Light of The Bhagavata
“Light of The Bhagavata” provides a unique perspective in understanding nature through the lens of the
Vedic philosophy and reveals many instructive lessons through a commentary on natural phenomena.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture

Our Family Business
Our Family Business excitingly weaves anecdotes, narrative, concepts, and compelling arguments that
assert the spiritual and pragmatic significance of distribution of the ancient spiritual literature of India via
the Hare Krishna movement (ISKCON), and is thus, a must-read for historians as well as students of
theology, religion, philosophy, and culture.

Philosophy, History, Arts and Culture
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Dharma: The Way of Transcendence
This simple book explains “dharma” unambiguously and highlights the ultimate “dharma” according to the
wisdom of east, by means of which all humanity can achieve all happiness and perfection.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture

Nectar of Instruction
A compact guidebook of essential spiritual teachings – “The Nectar of Instruction” is the key to
understanding the process of Bhakti Yoga.

Philosophy

Coming Back : The Science of Reincarnation
Coming Back gives anecdotes and examples from the Vedic body of knowledge and modern science that
point to the truth of reincarnation and illustrate how we can make progress toward releasing ourselves from
the compulsive cycle of coming back into this temporary world.

Philosophy

Sri Caitanya Caritamrita
In the early sixteenth century the West was on one course, the East on another. In India, Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu was directing people inward, toward a scientific understanding of the highest knowledge of
man’s spiritual nature.

Philosophy, History, Arts and Culture

Srila Prabhupada Lilamrita
This book is a detailed sketch of the activities of Srila Prabhupada, which reveals the genuine and universal
compassion that he carried within his heart as a pure devotee of God. We follow him in his attempts to share
the message of Gita, starting from New York’s East Village to San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury, leading him
to send some of his disciples to London, his going with them to establish centers in India and eventually his
traveling several times all over the world. This book is meant to inspire us by helping us to derive unlimited
hope, faith, and determination and sharpen our divine intellect by reflecting on the life and teachings of
Swami Prabhupada.

History, Arts and Culture

Sri Brihad Bhagavatamrita
Sri Brihad-bhagavatamrita is an epic work originally composed in Sanskrit during the sixteenth century by
Sanatana Goswami, one of Chaitanya Mahaprabhu’s leading disciples. It describes the awe-inspiring
personal spiritual journey of a young seeker, who eventually attains perfection and love

Philosophy, Arts and Culture

Avatar Art: Neo-Vedic Paintings Celebrating Life
Avatar Art offers a stunning panorama of the most popular figures in India’s array of avatars, gods, sages
and demons. Explore a fascinating Vedic world portrayed by contemporary artists.

Religion, Arts and Culture



$2.95

$15.95

$2.95

$1.95

Origins Magazine
In this magazine the authors present a nontechnical review of current scientific theories of the origin of the
universe, the origin of living organisms, and the nature of the conscious self. The basic finding is that the
reductionistic worldview of modern science is by no means solidly established; the authors therefore outline
an alternative view in which the world is understood to be only partially quantifiable and in which both
purpose and spiritual qualities are granted existence.

Philosophy

Vanity Karma
Vanity Karma brings you on a journey through the full text of Ecclesiastes, a journey illuminated by
traditional biblical scholarship, insights from the Bhagavad-Gita, a dash of autobiography, and a steady
spiritual focus.

Religion, Philosophy, History

Path of Perfection
In February of 1969, Srila Prabhupada gave a series of lectures in Los Angeles on the Bhagavad-gita, which
deals with the yoga system. The Path of Perfection is a collection of these historic talks, wherein Srila
Prabhupada deeply explores the philosophy of yoga as explained in the Sixth and Eighth Chapters of the
Gita, showing clearly how these timeless teachings apply today.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture

Easy Journey to Other Planets
Easy Journey To Other Planets explains how, using subtle, spiritual energy, anyone can travel to other
planets and see the wonders of material creation. Also, those who wish to may travel beyond the material
creation to the spiritual world, the ultimate destination, from which one never has to return to the limited
world of matter.

Philosophy, Arts and Culture


